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Model of saline aquifer and well location

The model of the saline aquifer is based on a real geological case. It is approximately 13x10 km with a reservoir thickness of 10-20 m.

Simulations were run with open and closed boundaries. 

The colours show initial pressure, which is hydrostatic and varies from 65 to 75 bar, 70 bar in the well position. 

Average reservoir properties: Porosity 20 %, permeability 400 mD.



Gas injection
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• Gas composition of combustion gas used for injection, 

CO2    N2          O2       H2O                             

0.114  0.8797   0.006   0.0003  

• In the model, gas did not include Ar because lack of

properties data in the library, Ar fraction was converted into

N2 fraction.

• Injection control method in the simulation was BHP-bottom

hole pressure, Cases were run with maximum BHP 10 and 

20 bars above initial pressure.

• Simulated injection rates:

1000000 Sm3/d  - 17Kg/s

2590000 Sm3/d  - 40Kg/s

5180000 Sm3/d  - 80Kg/s



Operation profile, BHP limitation 80 bar, closed system
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Bottom hole pressure (BHP limitation 80 bars) 

allowed to increase 10 bars, gas rate 2.4 

MSm3/day (40kg gas /s) is kept just for some days

due to BHP reaches the limitation. Total gas 

injection is 32 MSm3, equivalent to 46000 tons

gas.



Gas plume after 5 years.
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Colours show gas saturation



Simulation with BHP limitation 90 Bars, closed system
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Bottom hole pressure (BHP 

limitation 90 bars), gas rate 1.0 

MSm3/day (17kg gas /s) is kept

longer due to the higher BHP 

limitation. Total gas injection is ca. 

65 MSm3 –ca. 93000 tons gas.



Case 90 bars, Gas plume after 5 years
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Simulation with open system, aquifer is in communication with a 

regional aquifer outside the model, BHP-90bars
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Injection profile with bottom hole pressure (BHP) 

limitation 90 bars and gas rate 1.0 (blue) and 2.4 

(red) MSm3/day (17 and 40 kg gas/s), Base case 

no contact with aquifer (purple), and two others

contact with outer aquifer. 

Total gas injection is ca. 600 MSm3 – ca. 900 000 

tons gas.

FGIT: gas injection total, 

FGIR: gas injection rate

AQF: with aquifer buffer



Gas plume after 5 years for the best case BC40_90_AQF
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Simulation of combustion

gas to EOR project

Van Pham
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Model

GOC: -660m

OWC: -705m

Yellow, horizontal exhaust gas injector,

Purple, horizontal oil producer



Properties
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Perm Z = Perm X*0.5



Modelling using PVT of an oil from a Norwegian field
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At GOC 660m condition



Gas/WAG/Water injection
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• Gas composition:

-- CO2    N2          O2       H2O                             

Gas  0.114  0.8797   0.006   0.0003  

• Ar fraction was converted into N2 fraction.

• Injection control method is BHP-bottom hole pressure, 

Delta: 10 Bars

• Rate target Water: 5000        m3/d

• Oil rate target:  5000 m3/d

Gas injection

1000000 Sm3/d  - 17Kg/s

2590000 Sm3/d  - 40Kg/s

5180000 Sm3/d  - 80Kg/s

Cases with injection of combustion gas only and gas alternating 

with water (WAG) were studied
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FOE: oil recovery factor, FRIR: gas injection rate.

Simulation cases: 

Only gas, 80 kg/s Only water

Only gas, 40 kg/s Water alternating gas, 40 kg/s

Results



Discussion

• In this simple set-up, gas rate increasing to 80kg/s (case GAS80) gives higher oil production than case GAS40 and WAG40 but
injection of only water gives the highest oil production. 

• The reason why RF is lower in the gas injection case than with water injection is that, after 2 years, gas breaks through from the
injection well to the production well.

• After break-through, a large area with poor sweep effect remains between wells (red colour) and gas injected goes directly to the
producer. 
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